Effect of Whitener Type and Paddy Moisture Content on Rice Grain Damage During Milling Process
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Abstract: Rice (Oryza sativa L.) grain damage in common rice mills of Guilan province of Iran was evaluated. A factorial based on randomized completely design with three levels of moisture content of 8-9, 10-11 and 12-13% (w.b.) and three types of universal rice whitener machines, abrasive type whitener (AW), blade-type whitener (BW) and frictional-type bladeless whitener (FBLW) was conducted in triplicates. A typical rice variety in Guilan’s paddy cultivated area namely Hashemi was considered. The obtained results indicated that the effect of moisture level and whitener type on the broken rice was significant (p<0.01). The lowest percentage of broken white rice (10.14%) took place in the AW with moisture level of 8-9%, whereas the highest percentage of broken rice (17.19%) was defined in FBLW with 12-13% moisture. The main effect of paddy moisture level and the whitener type on the cracked grains was significant (p<0.05). So that, the lowest percentages of cracked grains of 3.29% and 2.84% were measured in AW and paddy moisture content of 8-9%, respectively. It seems that using abrasive type whitener with paddy moisture level of 8-9% is the most proper choice for milling of Hashemi variety.
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INTRODUCTION

Rice (Oryza sativa L.) as a staple food of two third of world populations, has key role to supply mankind required calories. About 40 to 80% of required energy of Asian people is provided through rice crop [1]. In Iran, 75% of rice is cultivated in northern part of the country and rice has been counted as main crop. Rice production record has increasing trends; in 1980 and 2007, the annual production rate has been reported from 1.3 million to 3.5 million tons, respectively [2].

Milling is the final step in rice post-harvest processing. It includes pre-cleaning, destoning, husking, bran removal, cleaning and grading. The type of rice mills and the method of operations significantly affect on recovery of rice [3]. The quantity of interest in efficiency judgment of any paddy milling operation is the amount of unbroken kernels remaining [4]. Among all preformed operations for paddy milling, bran removal is major step of operation. During this process, rice kernels are subjected to intensive mechanical and thermal stresses which might damage or break some of the kernels. The process of bran removal is called whitening or pearling [5-8]. Rice whiteners are divided into two main groups including frictional and abrasive types [2, 8-11]. In frictional-type whiteners, bran removal is performed by rubbing of paddy on brown rice kernels in milling chamber. Use of blade on blade-type frictional whiteners (Engleberg whiteners) intensifies the mechanical stresses in milling chamber; consequently, more cracked rice would appear. However, in frictional bladeless type whiteners, moving upper part of milling chamber with respect to perforated screen frame has replaced blade. Also in abrasive ones, milling process is performed by abrasion stone over brown rice grains. Thus, it is necessary to separate brown rice kernels from unhulled paddies. This procedure is conducted by paddy separators [1, 7, 12]. Farmers in northern Iran, usually utilize Engleberg rice whiteners in which rice breakage is very high, therefore alteration of mills structure should be the main priority to investigate on rice crack. However, the key question raised for the replacements would be the mill structure in what extent will be efficient? According to the conducted studies during rice milling operations, a few researches have focused on comparison of milling systems and most of them were based on effect of mechanical parameters and varietal factors on the
performance of each single machine. It has been reported that modern mills using rubber roll huller combined with abrasive and frictional whiteners yield an average overall increase in total rice recovery of 2.5% over a disc huller type rice mill and 6.6% over Engleberg mills [11, 13, 14]. Afzalinia et al. [15] have demonstrated that the optimum moisture level of paddy in milling operation for Khamfirooz variety was 12-14% (w.b.), using three abrasive whiteners in series and one friction whitener as a polisher resulted in the least rice breakage. This method was identified as the best choice for the rice milling operation in the province of Fars, Iran. It has been reported that the breakage of a long paddy variety, namely Tarom in laboratory abrasive whitener was 10.23% less than that of frictional whitener [16]. The recent investigation conducted on performance of frictional and abrasive whitener showed that the average broken rice in abrasive whitener was significantly less than that of blade-type whitener [16, 17]. The highest broken rice was resulted with moisture level of 14%. It has also been concluded that abrasive milling system caused less broken compared to milling systems include rubber roll huller and blade whitener as well as system with blade husker and blade whitener [17]. The overview of reports reveals that some of the studies were performed on laboratory scale and some others were on local paddy varieties and also the role of grain moisture level has not been considered in all researches. Therefore, the objective of present study was to examine the effects of whitener type and paddy moisture level on broken and cracked kernels of a common long-grain variety namely Hashemi during milling process.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The present study was carried out in order to compare three common types of rice whiteners, namely blade-type whitener (BW), frictional bladeless whitener (FBLW) and abrasive type whitener (AW) in rice mills of Guilan, Iran. In order to eliminate any error and also to unify the experimental material, the paddy was bought from one farm for lessening the effects of agronomical and environmental effects. The experiments were carried out in factorial based on randomized completely design (RCD) with 9 treatments and three replicates. Since the data of broken kernels were non accountable percentage amounts, so the transformation of \[ \text{Arc Sin } \sqrt{x} \] was used for normalization of them and transformation of \[ \sqrt{x} + 0.5 \] was used for normalization of accountable percentage amounts of cracked kernels [2, 11, 14, 18].

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Analysis of variance of the effects of whitener type and paddy moisture level on percentage of broken and cracked milled rice is shown in Table 1. According to obtained results, the whitener type and paddy moisture level had significant effect on the broken grains (p<0.01) and cracked grains (p<0.05). Also, the interaction effect of whitener type and moisture level was significant (p<0.01) on broken milled rice.
Table 1: Results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) for broken brown rice and cracked kernel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variations</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
<th>Broken rice Mean Square</th>
<th>Cracked rice Mean Square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of whitener</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00359**</td>
<td>0.44**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddy moisture level</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00849**</td>
<td>0.608**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of whitener × Moisture level</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.00207**</td>
<td>0.040**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00034</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.v.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>16.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* significant at \( \alpha = 5\% \)  ** significant at \( \alpha = 1\% \)  ns non significant difference

Fig. 1: Effect of whitener type on rice kernel breakage

Fig. 1 illustrates the lowest broken milled rice (13.12%) which was obtained with AW whitener. Meanwhile, the amount of broken milled rice in FBLW (14.78%) was less than BW (16.09%). However there was no significant difference between the FBLW and BW. Also there was no significant difference between the AW and FBLW in broken milled rice. This could be attributed to different type and severity of stresses on rice kernels in milling chamber. In BW, the pressure exerted by the blade caused more pressure on milling chamber and more friction between brown rice and paddies. Obstruction of grains movement in whitener by blade and the contact of grains with them resulted in more mechanical stresses. In FBLW, the horizontal movement of upper cap toward to the perforated screen container has been replaced by blade. It seems that this action tempers the pressures on grains during milling operation and consequently decreases the grain breakage. In abrasive whitener (AW), the grains are whitened through rubbing on roller grinder stone. Therefore, regarding the toughness of grinder roller, less pressure is required in milling chamber than the fictional whiteners. Once, there are not physical obstructions like blade on grain movement route; then the amount of rice breakage is reduced. The obtained results were in good agreements with the reported data by Afzalinia et al. [5]. Their investigation showed that using three abrasive whiteners in series and one friction whitener as a polisher resulted in minimum amount of the rice breakage for the local variety of Kamfirouzi. Another conducted experiment indicated that the average broken rice in abrasive whitener was significantly less than the blade-type whitener [12].

The maximum (16.96%) and the minimum percentages (12.60%) of the broken milled rice took place when the paddy moisture level was around 12-13% and 8-9% (w.b.), respectively (Fig. 2). This may be due to low grain hardness at high paddy moisture level. It seems to be due to high brittleness of the grains at low moisture content; the kernel breakage most probably increase at moisture level lower than 8-9%. However, more investigation may be required to define the exact cause of the kernel breakage.
Table 2: Amounts of kernel breakage and crack at different treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatments( ^{1} )</th>
<th>Broken rice( ^{2} ) (%)</th>
<th>Cracked rice (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBLW) M3</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AW) M3</td>
<td>17.02</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BW) M2</td>
<td>16.51</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BW) M3</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BW) M1</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FBLW) M2</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FBLW) M1</td>
<td>12.34</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AW) M2</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AW) M1</td>
<td>10.14</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^{1} \) M1, M2, M3 = paddy moisture levels of 8-9, 10-11 and 12-13% (w.b.), respectively.

FBLW, BW, AW = Frictional bladeless whitener, Blade type whitener, Abrasive whitener respectively.

2-Significant at \( \alpha=1\% \)

Comparisons for the means of the treatments for the broken grains are summarized in Table 2. The obtained results showed that the treatment includes abrasive whitener with 8-9% paddy moisture level has yielded minimum amount of broken rice. But the means comparisons of the broken rice indicated that there was no significant difference between the AW for the paddy moisture content of 8-9 and 10-11% and FBLW at moisture content of 8-9%.

In addition, Results revealed that there was significant effect (\( p<0.05 \)) of whitener type and moisture level on the cracked grains. However, the interaction effects of whitener type and paddy moisture content was not significant on the cracked grains.

Figure 3 illustrates the maximum percentage of cracked rice (4.96%) was devoted to BW, but there was no significant differences between the AW and FBLW.

This could be attributed to that in BW, frictional action between the grains led to increased thermal stress in whitening chamber, leading to more crack formation on the grains.

Fig. 4 shows the minimum percentage of cracked grains with the total average of 2.84%; this was found at the lowest percentage of paddy moisture level of 8-9%. Meanwhile the most cracked grain of 4.84% was delivered at the highest paddy moisture level (12-13%). As mentioned before, the reason of thermal tension resulted in grain-grain friction as well as grain-whitener, formed the grain cracks. Perhaps in this level of paddy moisture content, the effect of friction on thermal stresses of milling chamber was at maximum level. Table 2 shows the lowest percentage of cracked rice (2.33%) which was obtained in AW and FBLW with paddy moisture level of 8-9%. According to obtained results, it was concluded that the lowest broken and cracked rice was obtained in AW with paddy moisture content of 8-9%.
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